1. are you a student at deane bozeman school

2. you'll have to clean up your mess, said the teacher

3. Divide the words into syllables with a /. Circle the open syllable.
   - tiger
   - giant
   - frozen
   - super

4. Circle the correct way to write the greeting of a letter.
   - Dear Chloe,
   - dear Chloe,
   - Dear Chloe
   - dear chloe,

5. Write the plural form of the words.
   - puppy
   - dog
   - wish

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. they are hiking through the forest

2. can we having some fruit snacks? asked jada

3. Add "ed" to the words below. Remember your spelling rules.
   - lick
   - rip
   - like

4. Circle the helping verb. Underline the action verb.
   - Destiney is hiding under her bed.

5. Write the abbreviation for the words.
   - December
   - Friday
   - September
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. three bunnys hoped into our back yard

2. im not ready yet so you have to wait, said missy

3. Write the correct helping verb on the line. (have, has, had, am, are, is, was, were)
   
   I ______ working as fast as I can.

4. Write the root word on the line next to each word.
   
   hugging __________          pennies __________            hopped __________

5. Divide the words into syllables with a /.
   
   refuse          happy          compute          microwave

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. has you ever been to africa or south america

2. youll have to untake the test because you misst a word

3. Combine the two sentences into one with and, but, or, or so.
   
   We can go outside.                 We need to clean the house.

4. Write the correct helping verb on the line. (have, has, had, am, are, is, was, were)
   
   The dog ________ barking all night long.

5. What is the name of your city or town? ________________________________
Use editing marks to correct the paragraphs. Rewrite the paragraphs.

we learnt about some states in class the teacher told us the capitals of georgia florida kentucky and new york

you are goin to write about one of the states, she said

i is going to write about georgia, i said

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we is siting in schuylkill valley elementary school

________________________________________________________

2. brennas tooths are green from eatin the cup cake

________________________________________________________

3. Write the correct helping verb on the line. (have, has, had, am, are, is, was, were)

   The students __________ working hard yesterday.

4. Add quotation marks to the sentence.

   Do you want to go shopping with me? asked Allie.

5. Add s, ed, and ing to the word in ( ). Write the answers below. (stop)

   ______________________  ______________________  ______________________